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Personal Multicultural Identity 

 The first and most logical starting point for detailing my cultural identity involves 

exploring my family history and upbringing.  My father, William, is of Welsh descent, while my 

mother, Lisa, possesses Scottish and Bohemian roots.  Both of my parents were born and raised 

in the United States with little understanding of their own ancestral heritage, though in recent 

years my father has started to adopt a small interest in Welsh culture.  I can only assume that the 

abandonment of my ancestor’s cultural practices was done so for the purpose of better 

assimilating into American culture in the early 1900’s, though I’ve never actually approached my 

family members regarding the subject.  I have little understanding of what it means to identify 

with Welsh or Scottish cultures; though, in the future I am to pursue my Welsh heritage. Much of 

my family practices are (what I would consider to be) commonly “American,” or borrowed from 

multiple value sets and practices which have been thrown together in a cultural melting pot of 

sorts.  I was raised to be an English speaker, and briefly studied Spanish in my youth, but remain 

fairly illiterate with respect to other languages.  I am unfamiliar with the linguistic practices of 

my ancestors; however, I someday hope to study Welsh, as it appears to be a language that is 

slowly being phased out of existence. 

 In a humorous fashion, I consider myself to be an immigrant of sorts with respect to 

Scandinavian (or Nordic) culture.  In my youth, I affiliated myself with the Lutheran religious 

tradition, which, more often than not, possesses many celebrations originating from Denmark, 

Norway and Sweden.  I reflect fondly of my experience within the Lutheran tradition, despite no 

longer affiliating with its tenets.  I really see my value of food (excluding lutefisk, of course), 

family, education, and especially community and interconnectedness originating from my 

upbringing in the Lutheran church, and for that experience, I am thankful. 
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 I was born into what was once considered a working class family.   Both my mother and 

father were able to climb the socioeconomic ladder to “middle class standing” during my teen 

years; however, in my youth I was incredibly aware of how I compared to my more affluent, 

privileged peers, leaving me somewhat distanced from those around me. Conflict (with others, as 

well as between my parents) was a regular part of growing up.  Ultimately, because of continued 

breakdowns in communication and difficulty with managing emotions, my parents divorced 

when I was six, adding to my sense of detachment and isolation from many of my peers and 

friends.    

 I identify myself as a white, heterosexual male who does not hold any ties to any 

particular spiritual or religious line of thinking, though I’ve extensively studied Lutheranism, 

Christianity as a whole, Islam and Buddhism, which has allowed me to craft my own beliefs 

about the nature of religious thought.  At present, I cannot easily define who or what I am in 

terms of my own religious or spiritual beliefs, but if I were to assign myself a label, it would 

most likely involve identifying as a 21
st
 century existentialist of sorts, believing that are people 

self-creating entities and that there are multiple channels through which “truth” is found.   This 

has not settled well with some of my former connections in the Lutheran church and my mother 

and step-father, who are conservative Christians.   Politically speaking, I am more left-leaning, 

but believe that socialistic practices, rather than a capitalist system, would benefit others (the key 

emphasis being other people, in a communal sense, rather than individualistic sense).  Because of 

my areas of interest that emerged during my undergraduate career (especially philosophy), I tend 

to view the world through multiple lenses, particularly in terms of communication, conflict, as 

well issues tied to individual or group-based purpose.  I believe that understanding the 

motivating factors contributing to human behavior and action can help us, as the wonderfully 
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imperfect creatures that we are, better pursue authenticity and establish empathy with one 

another. 

Personal Vocabulary 

 The first phrase that I wish to discuss is Social Justice.  This term is, admittedly, one of 

the primary reasons for why I have pursued multicultural trainings in the past and taken an 

interest in expanding my knowledge of equity-related issues.  The phrase is used in a variety of 

abstract fashions, and means many different things to a number of practitioners within student 

affairs.  Other terms that I’ve defined below are primarily for my own reference in later years.  

All other terms selected for this section are tied to the concept of social justice, and have been 

developed based on readings gathered from Team Liberation, a course on Intercultural 

Communication, this course, and many other trainings. 

● Social Justice:  Influenced by the Reason text, social justice entails distributive as well as 

procedural forms of justice.  Distributive justice refers to the equitable distribution of 

resources and benefits (financial and other) to all groups, regardless of their status.  

Procedural justice involves the ability of individuals, groups or populations to have their 

voice heard (agency) in the public arena. 

● Ally: Based on a number of conversations held throughout our course, an ally is an 

individual who, in essence, supports a person, group or population.  The support though 

tends to arise when a person, group, or population, is not recognized by the majority or 

has had his, her or their rights infringed upon.  Support can take many shapes or forms, 

from simply displaying one’s support (a bumper sticker, perhaps) to more vocal forms of 

support (protesting, rallying, speaking at conferences, writing letters).  Again influenced 
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by the Reason text, an ally aims to upset the status quo, and (at least) make known to 

others the issues affecting the aforementioned persons. 

● Privilege: In select cases, earned strength.  Or, in other cases, unearned power.  Borrowed 

 from Peggy McIntosh’s “Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack.” 

● Male Privilege: Certain advantages bestowed upon or granted to men (often unearned and 

culturally reinforced), which go unrecognized or unacknowledged in the context of 

sexism.    

● Resistance: Taken from the first article encountered in this course, resistance involves 

opposition to conversation or acknowledgement of privilege.  Resistance can take many 

forms, including silence (refusal to say anything on the subject of privilege or prejudice), 

absence (refusal to attend conversations), or through acts of challenge (“Why are we still 

talking about race?”).   

● Self Knowledge: A greater awareness and understanding of how cultural values, past 

experiences and personal aims which influence a person and their decision making 

process.  Professionally speaking, this occurs on a personal level, and requires a great 

deal of time devoted to reflection, but must be extended to others in order to effectively 

work with and built relations with other persons. 

● Ethic: The values that gauge or direct the actions, choices and behavior of an individual 

within a number of contexts, including one’s profession.  Such values are not commonly 

known or explicitly stated, but can be made known or observed through one’s 

performance within a variety of situations.  There are four contexts through which values 

emerge:  personal (individual beliefs and subjective experiences), institutional (mission, 
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legacies), legal and professional (expected norms with respect to behavior, used as the 

foundation for our work).   

● Non-Racist Identity: Borrowed from a reading regarding multicultural counseling 

competencies, a non-racist identity is an established point in one’s development in which 

prejudices directed toward other racial groups have been eliminated and cognizance of 

privilege is made manifest.  Recognition of human dignity and the motivation to serve as 

an ally to those who have been denied agency, are also traits associated with a non-racist 

identity. 

● Redlining - A process involving raising costs of or denying different services for areas 

that are often racially designated.  This particular practice was unknown to me upon 

entering into grad school.  Taking it upon myself to learn more about the subject, I 

believe that I’ve adequately summarized a very large, complex process. 

Learning Activities 

 In an effort to develop multicultural awareness and greater competency with respect to 

specific populations, I’ve identified three learning opportunities, which will further assist me in 

this process.  The first activity includes (or did include) attending Dan Savage’s presentation 

regarding the It Gets Better Campaign.  Occurring on Monday, May 9, Dan Savage, a popular 

sex columnist and LGBT rights activist was hosted by Intercultural Student Services and the 

Pride Center at LaSells.  Savage, in the wake of a number of teen suicides because of their sexual 

orientation, created (with assistance from his partner) the It Gets Better Campaign via Youtube.  

The series is primarily comprised of user submitted videos detailing the lives of LGBT 

individuals and that a life free from ridicule or hardship is possible.   Other individuals, including 

President Obama, have submitted videos offering inspiring words and promises to serve as allies 
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in aiding LGBT youth through various experiences.  Savage’s lecture provided starting facts 

regarding current LGBT issues, including rights being extended to LGBT partners, bullying in 

schools, political actions against legalizing gay marriage, and so forth.  The event has lead to 

additional research on the subject of LGBT issues and equal rights, particularly with the ongoing 

issue involving the banning of conversations regarding homosexuality in Tennessee schools.  

This has lead me to connect with several staff members in housing who work with the Rainbow 

Continuum, as well as other LGBT support services on and off campus.   Continued conversation 

with students and staff, as well as attendance at future programming hosted by the Pride Center, 

will certainly allow me to better explore issues surrounding this population.  

 A second learning activity involves continuing the work that I started this past December 

with Team Liberation, a student-led group that aims to educate the greater campus on issues tied 

to privilege, race, religion, LGBT identity, prejudice and social justice.  Completing the week-

long training session on Thursday, December 16, the initial training session focused on leading 

themed workshops that discussed or raised issue with respect to the aforementioned topics.   The 

training, then led by Christian Mathias and Chris Lenn, also focused on intercultural 

communication, as well as understanding cultural norms which might affect one’s ability to fully 

encounter and civilly engage with diverse “others.”   

A number of activities designed to promote reflection and conversation on our own 

beliefs and attitudes with respect to masculinity, femininity, faith and other topics was at the core 

of this effort, and though it was tiring, the program itself proved to be most beneficial in 

preparing me to engage in dialogue with other individuals.   I subscribe to Team Liberation 

updates regarding opportunities to develop or refine current programs, as well as host a number 

of sessions for the OSU community.  Recently, I received word that a new training would be 
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held on June 13 – 17, and am considering again participating in this program, primarily to meet 

new individuals, but experience new conversational programming centered on social justice 

issues.   Additionally, beginning during the fall term, I hope that I will be able to attend regularly 

held meetings with Team Liberation coordinators to discuss facilitation opportunities, as well as 

attend various sessions to further enhance my awareness of how language and actions can impact 

particular populations within professional and academic settings. 

A third and final learning opportunity, which I am currently pursuing, involves work with 

the various religious organizations and Religious Advisory Association (RAA).  This summer, 

and through the next academic year, I will be working with the Office of the Dean of Student 

Life on developing and implementing interfaith engagement programming, framed around issues 

of poverty, hunger, and community service.  Though I consider myself to be fairly literate with 

respect to various philosophical, spiritual or religious traditions, I admit that this opportunity to 

work with these groups (including a newly developed secular group, the Muslim Student 

Association, Unitarian Universalist Association and many other Christian denominations), will 

help me develop further awareness of and appreciation for the rich culture and diverse cultures 

found within said groups.  Such efforts are already underway, and beginning June 1, I will work 

more closely with the Dean and attend a number of meetings with the RAA and its leadership.   

The necessity of understanding various faith or spiritual movements has come to a peak, 

particularly in the wake of September 11.  What with continued conflict in the Middle East 

(involving the three largest Abrahamic traditions), conversation and continued education 

regarding the beliefs and practices of different groups must be developed in order to combat 

more recent trends such as Islamophobia, as well as Anti-Semitism (which, to this day, is still 

fairly prominent).  My hope, with this internship opportunity, is to create opportunities for 
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students to openly dialogue about how their faith inspires their actions, rather than create a 

hostile climate in which the ever old debate of who’s right or who’s wrong is brought to the 

table.  This is, admittedly, an exciting, albeit difficult endeavor, though I hope I am able to 

immerse myself in learning by working with people of varying faiths and walks of life to further 

understand and value the role that belief plays in our day-to-day affairs. 

Goals 

 After reflecting on my current knowledge, I’ve developed several goals that I will 

commit to in order to continue growing with respect to multicultural competence.   There are, 

admittedly, many issues that I remain unaware of with respect to particular populations (such as 

LGBT communities, Muslim groups and so forth).  While I remain fairly familiar with issues 

surrounding first-generation students, as well as students with Autism or Asperger’s Syndrome 

(due to various research projects, webinars, and conference sessions), I openly acknowledge that 

my aptitudes are not as developed as they could be; hence, I’ve developed three goals which will 

guide me in my efforts. 

Goal 1 – Develop Awareness of Cultural Values and Practices outside of my area of expertise 

I admit that I do not feel prepared to address multicultural issues in an advising-based 

setting, primarily out of fear that I lack sufficient understanding of values, histories, practices 

and other facets of specific cultures.  There are particular groups with which I’m interested in 

working, such as Muslim students; however, my understanding of Islam and various Middle-

Eastern populations (Iranian, Saudi Arabian, Egyptian, or even American Muslims, etc.) is 

grossly limited.  The primary conduit through which I can learn most about issues facing 

particular groups would be to immerse myself in different communities, as well as work with 

different cultural resources on campus to develop first-hand experience and knowledge of 
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personal/cultural values.  My task should be to continue my education (through academic 

coursework  - through Ethnic Studies or Women’s Studies - as well as training opportunities 

such as Team Liberation or Safe Spaces training) to develop proficiency with respect to my 

knowledge of issues surrounding (for example) Muslim students studying in the United States. 

I’m quite positive that scholarly literature as well as case studies exist which might further my 

awareness of the challenges arising with this student population.  My task then is to pursue these 

readings, lectures or events that will help me broaden my understanding of issues affecting 

different populations.   

This process can begin, realistically, at any point in time, and has already begun as I’ve 

continued to research first-gen populations, as well as work with INTO in better understanding 

transitional issues faced by students from other nations (such as Chinese or Saudi Arabian 

students).  Though this goal is an ongoing effort, it should be pursued over the summer, as I will 

be working with the new International Living Learning Community during the next academic 

year.  By the end of the summer then, my aim is to have connected with INTO staff and advisors 

to learn about cultural practices as well as the dissonance faced by many international students as 

they transition to Corvallis and OSU.  Through housing, I will also be connected to the Pride 

Center and staff members associated with Community Relations Facilitation, Building Inclusive 

Communities, and Managing Difficult and Courageous Conversations; efforts designed to 

promote in-hall dialogue regarding cultural differences and values.  Such efforts can be pursued 

during the fall, when new groups are formed and events for the year are scheduled and 

developed. 

Goal 2 - Develop support strategies to serve diverse/multicultural students, as well as create 

knowledge base from which to draw upon when students are in crisis 
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 The next logical step is to develop an awareness of ways in which multicultural students 

can be supported throughout their development in college.  This includes establishing a strong 

knowledge of support services on campus, as well as best understanding how individuals 

typically develop or seek assistance within their particular cultures (is it even acceptable to seek 

aid in this culture?  To what extent?).  This process can again be accomplished by the end of the 

summer, through independent research, but also throughout fall, particularly with future work 

with Diversity Development, International Student Services, and the INTO offices.  The goal 

will be to establish a network of resources for students who may not benefit from more common 

resources, or might simply not feel as though they “fit in” with the majority of students.  Having 

alternative or somewhat “hidden” resources that can aid students in their development while at 

OSU will be of great benefit, particularly when I will be working as an advisor of sorts for on-

campus residents. 

Goal 3 – Continue to develop awareness of Communicative Tendencies and how the power of 

language can shape or construct reality 

My own communicative practices have become somewhat refined over the course of the 

past several years, and I’m very much aware of how one’s rhetoric shapes, constructs, or in some 

cases deconstructs reality.  By using particular terms and phrases, I can, without knowing it, 

deny the existence or validity of specific populations, as well as harm or stereotype students.  I 

am continuing to expand my understanding of my nonverbal cues, in addition to recognizing 

when more casual or supportive language is called for with respect to certain crises.  The triad 

experience in my Counseling course from winter term was both personally enlightening as well 

as rewarding, as it gave me the opportunity to receive direct feedback on my performance (both 

verbally as well as non-verbally), in addition to my ability to reflect meaning or adequately 
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paraphrase/summarize student responses.  I have a tendency to trail on and on, circling around 

topics and attempting to hit every point without actually ever reaching the core of the issue.  I 

also have come to recognize (through the triad experience as well as various facilitator trainings) 

that I tend to stroke my beard (if I have one at the point in time), which can be distracting to 

students.  Continued training with respect to advising, helping or facilitation, as well as mock-

experience, will only allow me more of an opportunity to test my abilities and further reflect on 

how to improve my practice.  Tied to that, open dialogue with cultural “others” on the subject of 

communication will no doubt be beneficial in constructing a better sense of how to communicate 

with others. 

In the future, I hope to be able to address the concerns of diverse students in a leadership-

based/spiritually-centered setting as an advisor and mentor.   By recognizing the intricacies and 

nuances of different communicative practices, as well as understanding my own biases and how 

they might play into my role as an advisor, I believe that I will be able to best serve the diverse 

populations that I will encounter at the institution with which I work.  Through various 

educational efforts (mentioned earlier, which include coursework, volunteer experiences and 

immersion in different cultures, which was not mentioned previously), I hope to educate myself 

on how to work with students who are from other cultures or possess different value sets. My 

ultimate aim (based on my area of interest) is to foster development on a personal, spiritual level 

– to have students contemplate the significance of their decisions as well as explore their sense of 

identity and meaning.  To accomplish this, I have to be able to meet students where they are at 

personally, which will no doubt require an understanding of one’s cultural origins (especially 

regarding issues of spirituality and religiosity).  Through continued practice and work with 
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diverse populations, I hope to develop my abilities as a culturally aware and educated individual 

that possesses a refined and respected approach to promoting student development.   


